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Abstract— Data aggregation is a method used in sensor
networks to reduce the amount of messages transported. By
aggregating, the data contained in several messages is fused into
one single message. If such a message, containing the equivalent
of many individual messages, is lost due to transmission errors
then this has a detrimental effect on the application quality
experienced. In many sensor network applications a constant
supply of data is needed and therefore application quality is
severely effected by excessive data loss. This paper proposes and
evaluates the use of an in-network control mechanism to offset
this disadvantageous effect. The control mechanism analytically
calculates the correct reliability that an aggregate of given size
must be forwarded at in order to meet application specific goals.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Many wireless sensor network (WSN) applications collect
periodically generated sensor data at a central point - the data
sink or base station - where the data is subsequently analysed.
This class of applications is considered within this paper.
In a realistic deployment scenario, messages are lost in
transport while travelling hop-by-hop through the network
towards the sink. These packet losses happen due to the natural
lossy characteristics of the wireless links between the sensor
nodes. An application analysing the data may be able to deal
with some of these losses. More specifically, the application
might be able to infer the correct conclusions even if a (small)
portion of the sensor readings is not available for the analysis.
This could be due to the ability to interpolate missing data or
the availability of redundant sensor data.
Using data aggregation, several messages transported along
the same path can be combined into a single message.
Aggregation techniques reduce the amount of messages and
thus reduce energy expensive transceiver operation and help
to preserve scarce bandwidth. As aggregation increases the
amount of data concentrated in a single message, the data
reliability at the sink is altered. Losing a message containing
a single data reading has surely a different impact on the
overall data reliability than losing a message containing the
information of several sensor readings. This effect is described
in [11]. Where aggregation occurs the average amount of data
arriving at the sink, expressed by the expected value E(X) is
unaltered compared to when aggregation is not used. However

this has the effect of increasing the variance about E(X)
and therefore the standard deviation σ. This leads to unstable
application quality since the amount of data arriving at the
data sink can fluctuate significantly.
This paper presents and evaluates a control mechanism
to combat the effects of the increases in σ caused by increasing amounts of aggregation. Worst case dimensioning
was examined in [11] where it was found that, although the
methods used were successful from a dimensioning point of
view, significant overshooting of application defined targets
occurred due to the use of worst case assumptions. In contrast
this paper relaxes the assumptions used and recalculates the
necessary forwarding reliability to meet application targets
as aggregation occurs in network. This offers a much more
fine grained approach than [11] and also relaxes a number of
assumptions used in that paper. An alternative to altering the
forwarding reliability to suit the aggregation level would be to
adjust the aggregation level to suit the inherent reliability of the
links available. However, the number of assumptions necessary
for this approach are far greater than those for the method
examined in this paper. In addition it is easy to see a situation
arising whereby, without global knowledge of network conditions, aggregated data may need to be broken up and reformed
as it progresses through the network and encounters different
conditions. Therefore modifying the aggregation level to suit
the link reliabilities found is not considered in this paper.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section
II describes the motivation for this work. Section III discusses
related work. Section IV analyses the effects of aggregation
while section V describes how our control goals are formally
set. Section VI describes how this goal is achieved. An experimental evaluation of the control methodology is presented
and examined in section VII. Finally conclusions and future
work are discussed in section VIII.
II. M OTIVATION
A number of sensor network applications operate in an
event based manner, i.e. nodes only send data if an abnormal
or specific condition has occurred. For example a medical
application may only send data if an irregular condition is
detected or a heat sensor may only send data if a fire is

detected. In contrast another class of applications periodically
gather data from the sensor network and use this data for
a particular purpose (It is this class of applications under
consideration in this work). In some cases this data may be
for the purposes of logging a phenomenom while in others
some form of control or actuation may take place based on
the data collected. In the case of actuation or control data must
be successfully delivered in sufficient quantity to ensure the
application can function correctly. The tolerance to lost data
will be defined by the nature of the application, the degree
of redundant sensors available and the ability to interpolate
missing data. Consider the following scenario. An industrial
cooling system consists of a large lattice of pipes which deliver
pressurised coolant to nozzles which spray the coolant onto a
surface below. Each of the nozzles must deliver the correct
amount of coolant and a network of sensors monitors the
pressure in the pipe lattice feeding the nozzles. A drop in
pressure in a pipe means that remedial action needs to be
taken and pressure is restored by closing relief valves or by
increasing the pressure of the input feed to that section of
pipe. In this scenario data must regularly be delivered to the
application and any data loss must not exceed application
defined tolerances (i.e. there are redundant sensors in each
section of the lattice).
For the purposes of this study an application similar to
the one outlined above which periodically gathers sensor data
from the network (or a particular region or subsection of the
network) is considered. Within each data gathering interval
each sensor generates a reading which is transmitted to the data
sink. It is worth stating that the use of data gathering intervals
does not suggest that fine grained time synchronisation is
needed. Nodes can generate and send data in a periodic manor
based on the time of arrival of an interest. The sensor readings
generated may or may not be aggregated en route to the data
sink. Due to the lossy nature of the wireless channel several
messages will inevitably be lost. How this loss affects the
application quality is described below.
A. Data Reliability and Application Quality
It is assumed that the needs of an application analysing
data at the sink of a sensor field can be given by a utility
function. Consider a simple utility function U (X) for some
arbitrary application. U (X) is a function of the percentage of
the total amount of sensor samples sent that the application
receives during a discrete time interval. The utility function
indicates how useful a certain amount of data units are to an
application and is thus a mapping of application level quality
requirements to data transport reliability. At some point the
required amount of sensor samples are received that will give
an acceptable utility value. It has to be noted that simple utility
functions cannot be used for all application types. For example
in cases where the data readings of specific sensors are more
important for the functioning of the application than others.
However, a large class of data gathering applications can be
described by utility functions.
If the quality of the application depends on the amount of

received data as it is described by the utility curve, a mapping
between data delivery reliability and application quality is
possible. The amount of data being delivered during each
time interval has to be kept at a value such that the utility
of the application is kept at an acceptable level. The variance
in the amount of data delivered has to be controlled also
since fluctuations below the minimum amount of data required
would prevent the utility from staying at a constant acceptable
level. Thus, if the utility curve of an application is known,
the bounds for the minimum amount of data per discrete time
interval can be determined and the correct reliability measures
can be put in place in order to facilitate the correct operation
of the application.
III. R ELATED W ORK
The related work section is split into two parts that discuss
previous work related to the research presented in this paper.
First, related work on data aggregation in sensor networks is
discussed. Second, existing work that describes methods to
control the reliability is presented. Reliability control is the
method proposed in Section VI to counter the problem of
variable link reliability and path length; thus it is important
to show that appropriate technical implementations exist.
1) Aggregation: Several papers address the issue of aggregation in sensor networks. These papers vary in their
approaches and emphasis.
A common approach is to abstract aggregation from the
underlying network operation by implementing a SQL like
query layer which a programmer or end user can use to pose
queries to the sensor network [1], [2], [3], [4]. It is arguable
whether some of the functions of query based aggregation are
in fact aggregation. Often the function of SQL-like queries
is to filter data and reduce the number of tuples rather than
actively use and combine data into an aggregated format. MIN
and MAX operators are examples of such functions. This form
of aggregation is not related to the problem discussed within
the paper. In this paper is assumed that the application requires
a minimum number of sensor samples to derive a correct
decision. This assumption allows a more generalised view of
aggregation methods and allows for redundancies inherent in
sensor networks.
Other related work considers that sensors can only detect
a phenomenon with limited accuracy [12]. This uncertainty
in the sensor readings can be interpreted as detection reliability. If several sensors monitor the same phenomenon, this
uncertainty can be mitigated. This spatial and/or temporal
correlation of sensor readings can also be used for aggregation
purposes in the network [13]. Normally the reduction of sensor
reading uncertainty can be traded for the aggregation level
[14]. Methods to improve sensing accuracy in conjunction with
aggregation are not investigated in this paper.
2) Reliability Control.: Ensuring reliable delivery in sensor
networks has been the focus of a number of research papers.
Several papers advocate the use of acknowledgements
(ACKs) or negative acknowledgements (NACKs) and the
subsequent retransmission of a lost message [5], [8]. Another

approach is to forward a message more than once so that its
reliability is increased [7], [8], [9]. A more complex method
involves forwarding multiple packets along multiple disjoint
paths [7], [8], [9]. The loss/corruption of data packets due
to noisy wireless channels and data errors, and a method
to correct this corrupt data are investigated in [15]. [10] is
closely related to this work in a number of respects, although
aggregation is not the focus, and describes, in general terms,
some methods that may be used to evaluate the informational
value of sensor data. Various informational values are then
mapped to various protection measures, FECs (Forward Error Correction codes) in this case. The principal difference
between that paper and this is that this paper presents a
formal link between data and the reliability needed for a
given application scenario. [10] does not calculate the required
reliability for an aggregate and does not take into account the
number of hops to the data sink.
IV. AGGREGATION - R ELIABILITY I NTERDEPENDENCY
This Section defines the terms aggregation and data transport reliability. Subsequently, the interdependency between
data transport reliability and data aggregation is investigated.
A. Aggregation
The term data aggregation, sometimes also referred as
message aggregation, can be applied to a range of different
operations taking place inside a network. For the purposes of
this study, a valid aggregation function φ is defined as follows:
Definition 1: An aggregation function φ maps several messages to a single message. Formally, if M is the set of
all possible messages transmitted, this can be expressed as:
φ : M a → M ∀a ≥ 2.
Data aggregation is used in sensor networks for several reasons. The main objective of data aggregation is the reduction
of energy consumption. Energy is saved as less messages,
normally containing a smaller payload than the unaggregated
messages together, have to be forwarded. An additional effect
of aggregation is the reduced amount of bandwidth necessary
to transport information through the network.
There are several approaches to data aggregation which can
be used on their own or in combination. On a packet level
it is possible to combine the payload of several messages in
a single message. This form of aggregation leads to energy
savings as the header overhead is reduced, energy costly media
access mechanisms have to be executed less frequently or the
hardware defined fixed frame capacity is used efficiently. A
different aggregation approach consists of applying in-network
functions to process or pre-process the data generated. These
functions include SQL type operators such as SUM, AVG,
COUNT and combinations thereof. Other more application
specific functions may be possible to implement in-network.
These may include data correlation, correction and verification
algorithms or data fusion algorithms. In general, if the information required from the sensor network is a function f such
that f (x1 , x2 , x3 ) = f (f (x1 , x2 ), x3 ) = f (x1 , f (x2 , x3 )) then
the result can be computed in parts as data is transferred in the

network towards the base-station. This form of aggregation is
applied on the application level and leads to energy savings as
the net amount of bytes transmitted is significantly reduced.
B. Reliability
In this paper, it is assumed that sensor data readings are
transported towards a sink. It is assumed that all sensor
samples are considered to be equally valuable. It is generally
difficult to ascertain the “value” of a given sensor reading
with respect to another and it is more difficult to ascertain
the correct value of an aggregate of a number of such sensor
readings. One method of evaluating aggregates is to simply
count the number of sensor reading contained therein. It can
be argued that this method is inappropriate for evaluating a
number of query based aggregates. For example, when using
the MAX operator the most valuable sensor reading, whether a
part of an aggregate or not, is the one with the highest value at
that given time or during a specific time interval. However it
can be argued that MAX, MIN and similar functions should be
disregarded as they are actually data suppression or filtering
functions as opposed to aggregation functions which combine
data.
A further assumption is that a collisionless TDMA-like
MAC protocol is used and as a consequence error rates are
traffic invariant. We believe that these assumptions still result
in a reasonably accurate model that can be used for the study
described in the paper. Using the assumptions, the reliability
on the different abstraction levels is given by the following
three definitions:
Definition 2: The hop-by-hop message transport reliability
(short: hop-by-hop reliability), rij , describes the probability
that a message is delivered successfully between two neighbouring sensor nodes i and j.
Definition 3: The end-to-end message transport reliability
(short: end-to-end reliability), r, is described by the product of
the message transport reliabilities ri,j on the path from source
to sink.
Definition 4: The data transport reliability (short: data reliability) is described by the expected amount of sensor readings
E(X) per unit time reaching the sink and also by the variance
σ 2 . The variance describes fluctuations about the expected
value.
C. Interdependency
The data reliability, characterised by E(X) and σ 2 , is
influenced by the amount of data lost in transit. These losses
are characterised by the hop-by-hop reliability of each link
and the degree of aggregation. The degree of aggregation, a,
influences how many data readings are lost by losing a single
message.
Consider a line of nodes where the topmost node is the
data sink and the bottommost node has a number of N
data readings to send. The readings can now either be sent

unaggregated as N messages, each containing a single sensor
reading, or aggregated in n ≤ N messages depending on
the selected aggregation degree. The value 1 ≤ a ≤ N
describes how many readings are combined in each message.
Thus it is assumed that all messages carry the same number of
a sensor readings (homogeneous aggregation). Note that the
assumption of homogeneous aggregation has no net effect on
the expected value calculations and gives a worst case variance
calculation for a maximum aggregation level a. As a result of
the aggregation, the following number of messages are sent to
the sink:
n = N/a

(1)

1) Expected Values : The question here is how aggregation
influences the expected value E(X). The expected value can
be calculated by:
E(X) =

n
X

a·r = n·a·r

(2)

Using (1) and substituting the value of a with N/n gives:
E(X) = N r

(3)

Thus, the expected value1 is a function of the number of
sensor data N and the end-to-end reliability r. The degree
of aggregation a has no effect on the expected value. It
therefore seems logical to aggregate as much as possible as
no cost regarding data transport reliability, in terms of the
expected value, must be paid. In the literature it is sometimes,
for example [10], assumed that aggregated packets should be
handled with greater care than non-aggregated ones. As shown,
this is not true regarding the expected value of the amount of
data readings.
2) Variance: The variance gives an impression of the
fluctuations of the amount of data readings reaching the sink.
The variance σ 2 is given by the formula:
σ 2 = E(X 2 ) − [E(X)]2

σ2 =

(a2 · r) − (a2 · r2 ) = N · a · r · (1 − r)

In this Section, the control goals are formulated along
application requirements. Thereafter the control mechanism
and its implementation is presented.
A. Application Requirements
It is assumed that an application requires a data transport
reliability above a given value to function correctly. Mathematically expressed, it is required that E(X) ≥ N · R. Here,
R is the reliability level desired by the application, N is the
total number of sensor data. Additionally, it has now to be
taken into account that the amount of actual data delivered
will fluctuate about the expected value, which is described by
the variance. Thus the control goal is defined as:
Definition 5: The network should achieve a transport reliability such that expected value minus some multiple of the
standard deviation equals to or is greater than the minimum reliability level desired by the application. This can be expressed
as follows: E(X) − zσ >= N R.
For example, if a normal distribution of the incoming sensor
readings is assumed and z = 1.96 is selected, in 97.5% of
cases the application requirements can be met.
B. Control Mechanism
As it was shown by (3) and (5), the expected value and
variance depend on the aggregation degree a and the endto-end message reliability r. Thus, aggregation degree a and
end-to-end transport reliability r have to be balanced, such
that the needs of the application can be met.
Using the application requirements given in Definition 5,
equations that allow the computation of the maximum aggregation degree and/or the necessary transport reliability can be
derived:
E(X) − N R = zσ

(4)

(6)

Using (2) and (5):

The variance can now be calculated and using (1):
n
X
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n·a·r−N ·R =z·
(5)

Here, the variance depends linearly on the degree of aggregation and linearly on the number of samples. Now both
extremes can be compared; no aggregation with a = 1 and
total aggregation with a = N . In the first case, the variance
depends linearly on the amount of sensor readings. In the
second case, the variance depends quadratically on the amount
of sensor readings sent. It can be concluded that the variance
of amount of data readings per time unit reaching the sink
depends heavily on the degree of aggregation. Regarding the
variance it is therefore useful to handle aggregated packets
with greater care than non-aggregated ones.
1 The equations used here are used for simplicity and brevity. Probability
of delivery of data packets has a binomial distribution. Expected values for
binomial probabilities can be reduced to give the same result.

p
N · a · r · (1 − r)

(7)

Squaring both sides of (7) gives:
N 2 · (r2 − 2 · r · R + R2 ) = z 2 · N · a · r · (1 − r)

(8)

To calculate the maximum aggregation degree a if r is
already known, (8) can be modified as:
a=

N · (r2 − 2 · r · R + R2 )
z 2 · r · (1 − r)

(9)

Finally the following equation to compute the end-to-end
transport reliability r needed for a given a can be generated
using (8):
(N + z 2 · a) · r2 − (2 · N · R + z 2 · a) · r + N · R2 = 0 (10)

Equation (9) gives the maximum aggregation degree that
can be used in the network if the end-to-end reliability r
is known. Solving (10) for r gives the necessary end-to-end
reliability for messages if the aggregation degree is known. Of
course, both equations can be used together to balance these
values.
C. Reliability Control
Equations (9) and (10), assume that the end-to-end reliability, r, for messages transported in the network is constant
for all messages regardless of their distance to the sink. For
example, if a constant hop-by-hop reliability is assumed, messages will have a different end-to-end reliability. A possible
solution to this problem and one which is explored in this
work is to ensure that all messages achieve the same end-toend reliability r. The method used to do this is described in
Section VI-A.
VI. C ONTROL

METHODOLOGY

In order to consider the use of a dynamic in-network
solution without the use of global knowledge it is necessary
that the individual actions of the nodes lead to the desired
goals. In order to see that this is true consider the following:
Fact 1: E(X) = Σ(Xi )
Fact 1 merely states that the overall expected value is merely
the sum of all the expectancies within the network. For
example if one message has an expected value of 0.7 and
another an expected value of 0.8 then their combined expected
value is 0.7+0.8=1.5
Fact 2: σ 2 = Σσi2
Fact 2 states that the variance is the sum of the individual
variances from within the network. This holds since the
delivery probability of each message both uncorrelated and
independent. If this is the case then

var(

n
P

i=1

Xi ) =

n
P

var(Xi )

i=1

If both fact 1 and 2 hold then the following must hold also.
Fact 3: If E(Xi ) − σi = Ri then
N
P
(E(Xi ) − σi ) = E(X) − σ = N R
i=1
This means that if techniques to modify the reliability to meet
the condition described by (6) are applied within the network,
global awareness is not necessary in order to satisfy (10).
Equation (10) can therefore be modified to determine the
correct end-to-end reliability for any given aggregate. To do
this (10) is simply divided by a to give:
N
N
N
( + z 2 ) · r2 − (2 ·
· R + z2) · r +
· R2 = 0
a
a
a

(11)

A. Adaptation
Each node must know the number of reporting nodes N .
This information will be monitored at the data sink and
disseminated via requests along with the desired reliability R.
Using this data each node will then compute the correct endto-end-reliability r needed for a packet or aggregate packet
using (11).
A node adapts its forwarding mechanism such that the
desired end-to-end reliability r for the message is achieved.
A node, upon receiving a request from the data sink to
generate messages and forward these messages with end-toend reliability r would need to know the number of hops h to
the data sink (it is assumed that the routing tree is stable). The
node could then calculate the reliability rf at which it would
need to forward this message over each hop to meet the endto-end reliability requirements. To calculate rf the following
simple formula is used: rf = ceiling(loghr). The value of
rf needs to be forwarded in each packet so that the receiving
node is able to calculate what steps it needs to take to ensure
that the packet is again forwarded with reliability rf . Methods
to achieve the desired rf are discussed in the III section. In
particular, [7], [8], [9] discuss this in detail.
Consider the following example:
• Node A receives two packets from different senders
which are to be aggregated. Node A needs to calculate the
end-to-end reliability, r, necessary for a packet consisting
of two data samples. Node A does this using (11).
• Using r and the number of hops to the data sink the
required forwarding reliability rf can be calculated.
• Now node A must examine the forwarding reliability
constraints in both of packets containing the data to be
aggregated. Let us call them rf 1 and rf 2 respectively
and denote the forwarding reliability calculated in the
previous step as rf a (a denotes aggregate). The final
forwarding reliability, rf , is simply max(rf 1 , rf 2, rf a ).
Note that the effects of ignoring this step is examined in
Section VII-D.
• Having calculated rf the amount of retransmissions,
redundant packets or other reliability measures needed
to achieve this reliability level (assuming the link error
probability is known) must be calculated.
VII. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
A. Topology
100 nodes are placed in a grid. The transmission range is set
such that each node can only communicate to their adjacent
neighbours in the grid. The topmost left node is designated
as the data sink and the other 99 nodes deliver data to this
location. A request is flooded by the sink into the network
and a routing tree is formed along the reverse path. For the
purposes of the experiment the routing tree is considered to
be stable.
B. Aggregation
In order to facilitate aggregation a node must hold its
messages in a buffer and await the arrival of messages from
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D. Experiment 1
The dynamic control methodology is implemented and
tested for a variety of differing target reliabilities ranging
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Every node periodically generates a sensor reading (1 per
sensing period) and sends it to the data sink. Before the
next period all the data generated is forwarded to the sink
and recorded. Each node generates 1000 data readings per
simulation. After each period the amount of sensor readings
delivered to the sink is recorded. Finally the standard deviation
is calculated for the 1000 data gathering rounds.
Rather than set the maximum aggregation level a or calculate a worst case scenario forwarding reliability rf (as was
done in [11]) the end-to-end and forwarding reliability is reevaluated when aggregation occurs in the network. This should
reduce the amount of overshooting seen in [11]. Aggregation
is allowed to grow without bound and packet size does
not increase except in later experiments in section VII-F
where the effects of growing packet size on the number of
retransmissions needed is examined.
The experiments use a simple bit error model and it is assumed that each node has an accurate bit error rate estimation
(the effects of inaccuracies in the BER estimation is examined
in section VII-E). Naturally acknowledgements are also prone
to errors. The basic calculation for converting bit error rates
(BER) to packet error rates (PER) and acknowledgement error
rates (AER) is given by the following formula: P ER or
AER = (1 − BER)length where length is the length of
the packet in bits. No correctable bits are assumed. A fixed
packet length of 160 bits (20 bytes) and 80 bits (10 bytes) is
assumed for data packets and acknowledgements respectively,
except in the case where packet length is allowed to grow with
aggregation. Given the assumption that the link reliability can
be modified a mechanism to do so must be provided. The chosen mechanism in these experiments is an ARQ protocol. The
number of retransmissions needed is calculated using the following formula: max transmissions = ceiling(logP ER(r)).
Naturally the rounding upward, to a whole number, of the
number of transmissions to be used results in a small amount
of overshooting of the target reliability.
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its upstream neighbours. Since the envisaged operation of the
sensor network in this paper is periodic a cascading system
can be put in place. In such a system each node will wait
for a progressively longer period as hop distance to the data
sink decreases. This allows adequate time for data generated
from nodes farther away to catch up and be aggregated. The
method is formally described as follows: A waiting period Ti
at node ni , hi hops from the data sink, in the routing tree is
calculated for each message in order to facilitate a cascading
aggregation system using the following formula:
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from 0.1 to 0.9. Packet sizes are fixed and do not grow
due to aggregation. A constant bit error rate of 0.002 is
used which gives a packet error rate (PER) of 0.247 and an
acknowledgement error rate (AER) of 0.148.
Two separate experiments were run. The first kept the
constraints set by packets sent from further away (highest rf ,
discussed in section VI-A) while the second experiment did
not. In addition the results of these experiments are compared
in two different ways. Firstly the average amount of data
delivered is examined with the standard deviation shown as
error bars. Secondly the amount of failed data rounds (where
the data delivered was less than 70%) is considered. Since a zvalue of 1.0 is used this implies that 85.13% of rounds should
be successful. In essence figures 1 and 3 are from the same
data and likewise with figures 2 and 4 represent the second
experiment.
In figure 1 a significant overshoot can be seen when
end-to-end constraints (i.e. use worst case rf ) are obeyed.
Nevertheless in almost all situations application requirements
are met or exceeded. Likewise upon examination of figure 3
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Number of failed rounds of data gathering without end-to-end
constraints.

it can be seen that in excess of the target 85.13% of data
rounds were successful in every case. When ignoring endto-end constraints, figure 2, it can be seen that the average
data received tracks the desired reliability R more closely
although the standard deviation invariably fails to come within
target in every case. An examination of figure 4 reveals that
the required amount of data is rarely received where endto-end constraints are not kept, indicating it is necessary to
keep the constraints. Thus there are two reliability constraints
that an aggregate must obey; those derived from (10) and
the maximum forwarding reliability of all the constituent
messages. However adopting the most conservative rf results
in a significant amount of over shooting the target reliability
which can be seen in both figure 1 and 3. This is due to
the fact that aggregates must become reasonably large before
the increase in reliability necessitated by increased variance
exceeds the maximum forwarding reliability of the worst case
hop distance. Thus many aggregates get a “free” boost in their
end-to-end reliabilities by aggregating with data that is further
from the sink. Also note that the rounding up of the number
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of transmissions used contributes to this overshooting. While
this is not ideal from an analytical perspective it does allow a
relaxation of assumptions such as accuracy of BER estimation
which shall be see in the next experiment.
E. Experiment 2
One weakness that is present in the methodology chosen
is that it is reliant on the accuracy of the bit error estimation
process available to the sensor node. Naturally this estimation
may not be entirely accurate and errors and fluctuations
will cause some variance from this figure. This experiment
introduces a randomly generated value, of varying range
(±0.0002, 0.0004,...,0.002), that will be added or subtracted
from the BER for a set of transmissions. The sender remains
unaware of any change and uses the base BER of 0.002 for
all calculations.
As would be expected the algorithm is resilient to undetected variances in the BER up to a certain point. This can be
explained by the overshoot caused by the adoption of the most
conservative rf which can be seen in the previous experiment
along with the rounding error from calculating the number

implementing the correct hop-by-hop reliability, dynamically
in-network, for any given aggregate size. It has been shown
that this method can be used effectively to meet application
specified targets.
Future work shall consider the distribution of packet losses
and how these are affected by aggregation. In addition the
applicability of the methods discussed in this paper will be
examined with non-periodic poisson generated traffic. An
examination of the current scheme and its effects on contention
based MAC protocols for varying traffic conditions shall be
undertaken.
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of retransmissions necessary. Naturally as the BER estimation
error increases to larger values the control methodology used
fails to meet the required target.
F. Experiment 3
Experiment 3 examines the effects of increasing packet size
on the total amount of transmissions needed to deliver all 99
messages in a gathering round. The purpose of this experiment
is to examine the cost of implementing the scheme described
for a number of aggregation scenarios (packet stuffing, innetwork processing and pre-processing, etc.). An allowance is
made for the number of aggregates that can be contained in a
fixed size packet of 160 bits (this can be seen on the x-axis).
When this is exceeded the length of the packet is incremented
by 16 bits per extra aggregate. As before a constant BER of
0.002 is used and the desired reliability, R, is 0.7.
While the number of retransmissions needed to send an
aggregate packet successfully can grow quite large this is off
set by the reduction of messages due to aggregation. However
it must be pointed out that as packet size grows the energy
need to transmit and receive a single packet also grows and
therefore the graph presented does not represent the actual
energy cost to the network. Nevertheless a significant energy
saving is likely even in the worst case scenario where no
data are aggregated without increasing packet length (leftmost
part of x-axis in figure 7). Consider that without aggregation
and not including retransmissions (assuming a perfect link) a
minimum of 615 transmissions and acknowledgements would
be needed to transport all 99 sensor data to the sink.
VIII. C ONCLUSION & F UTURE W ORK
The results clearly show that aggregation does not affect
the probable amount of data delivered but has an adverse
effect on the fluctuations about this value. These fluctuations
lead to unstable application level quality and are undesirable.
Having quantified the effects of aggregation a methodology
is presented to determine the correct end-to-end reliability
level necessary to control these effects by selecting and
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